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FUEL ROD ANALYSIS TO RESPOND TO HIGH BURNUP
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Probabilistic methodology recovers design margins narrowed by
degrading Juel thermal conductivity and progressing FGR
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Abstract

The proof that fuel rods will safely withstand all loads arising from inpile service conditions is generally
achieved through the assessment of a number of design criteria by using a conservative analysis methodology in
conjunction with design limits "on the safe side". The classical approach is the application of a fuel rod code to
the Worst Case which is defined by the combination of most unfavorable conditions and assumptions with respect
to the criterion under consideration. As it is evident that the deterministic construction of such Worst Cases imply
an (unknown but) intuitively very high degree of conservatism, it is not surprising that this will develop to cause
problems the more demanding fuel insertion conditions have to be anticipated (increased bumup, high efficiency
loading schemes etc.). A certain relief can be gained from cautious revisions of single design limits based on
grown performance experience. But this increase of knowledge allows as well to change the established
deterministic "go/no-go" conception into a better differentiating assessment methodology by which the
quantification of the implied conservatism and the remaining design margins is possible: the Probabilistic Design
Methodology (PDM). Principles and elements of the PDM are described. An essential prerequisite is a best-
estimate fuel rod code which incorporates the latest state of knowledge about potential performance limiting
phenomena (e.g. bumup degradation of fuel oxide thermal conductivity) asSiemens/KWU's CARO-E does. An
example is given how input distributions for rod data and model parameters transfer into a frequency distribution
of maximum rod internal pressure, and indications are given how this is to be interpreted in view of a
probabilistJcaJly re-formulated design criterion. The PDM provides a realistic conservative assessment of design
criteria and will thus recover design margins for increasingly aggravated loading conditions.

1. PRINCIPLES AND ELEMENTS OF CLASSICAL FUEL ROD DESIGN ANALYSES

An essential part of the engineering work in the field of designing fuel rods for insertion in
commercial power plants is the assessment that the rods will safely withstand all mechanical and thermal
loads arising from the foreseen and to some extent also postulated inpile conditions. The common
components of this type of analyses are

a set of design quantities (parameters) which have to be analyzed,
a set of corresponding design limits for the design parameters,
a fuel rod analysis code,
a set of corresponding directives for the conservative application of the code in view of
the parameters to be assessed.

The design parameters and corresponding limits are generally referred to as design criteria; the
complete system constitutes the design methodology, within which the particular components are strongly
interrelated and interdependent and can normally not be simply exchanged without interfering with the
consistence of the whole methodology.
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The dominant principle within such a design methodology is to demonstrate that the design limits
are not violated even for the rod which will experience the severest insertion conditions (in terms of power
history and/or burnup) including the fiction that within this particular rod most unfavorable combinations
of fabrication tolerances and performance bounds will meet (Worst Case assessment). In [ 1] it is explained
that an approach like this needs a specific selection of such combinations for each design criterion under
consideration and that an uncorrelated mere piling-up of all unfavorable thinkable assumptions could result
in highly hypothetic performance predictions beyond technical reality. This can be mitigated through
integral Worst Case validations and a correlated combination of conservative input selections which still
maintains the conservative coverage of a design criterion; a respective method is also described in [1].

In Fig. 1 the essential elements of a design methodology which follows the just outlined approach
(and which is referred to from now on as "deterministic") are schematically put together. (The sketched
curves do not mean something specific; but the reader may think e.g. of the development of rod internal
pressure with insertion time.) Whereas the most probable result for a design parameter may experience
a moderate evolution in time, burnup etc., the conservative analysis predicts a much more pronounced
increase considerably deviating from the best-estimate value and coming much closer to the design limit
for the analyzed quantity. The still existing distance to the design limit is the design margin.

It is clear that assumptions being most unfavorable for one design criterion are not necessarily the
most unfavorable ones for the others. Therefore a complete design analysis consists of a whole system
of those Worst Cases, each one specific for the assessment of one design criterion. In this approach the
applied code should be a best-estimate code in the sense, that its predictions represent always the most
likely results for the particular input data selection. Conservatism is thus handled via the conservatism
contained in the input data set itself.

A further contribution to the total conservatism in this approach stems from the stipulation of the
design limit itself (which needs not always to be a constant figure but may also vary - normally degrade
- with progressing burnup) which is established well below a real failure limit or a region where technical
risks cannot any longer be excluded. Admittedly, especially (but not only) in the early days of nuclear
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engineering these safety margins on top of the design margins could often not be quantified very precisely,
and therefore the design limits were cautiously set on die safe side, i.e. "generously" off the risk limits
defined by engineering judgement. This generosity was also stimulated by the awareness that fuel rod
behavior controlling mechanisms were not always modelled reliably enough in the available codes or even
not addressed - since they were not yet known.

2. INCREASING DEMANDS AND GROWING EXPERIENCE: CAUTIOUS REVISIONS OF
CRITERIA WHILE KEEPING THE GENERAL METHODOLOGY

For a long time the just described methodology including its generously stipulated criteria was no
severe limitation for the design engineer as the fuel was operated in a way that even under most
unfavorable assumptions one did normally not come into conflict with the design limits. But then - mainly
in the 1980's - things had developed into a direction where designing within the existing limits became
increasingly tougher as the former comfortable margins to these limits narrowed down considerably. This
happened mainly for two reasons: The fuel rod insertion conditions became more and more demanding
and the rod designs themselves became more and more ambitious. Characteristics for the first are higher
burnup, high efficiency loading patterns ("low leakage") and plant upratings; for the second the trend to
an increased amount of UO2 (or MOX) in the rods may be mentioned which is generally to the debit of
the rod internal free volume.

On the other hand operating experience and knowledge gained from experimental programs had
also grown; this led to both a firmer basis for the assessment of technical limits as well as upgraded fuel
rod analysis codes (model improvements and broader validation data bases) with an increased reliability
in their predictive capabilities. From there it was possible in particular cases to cautiously revise design
criteria so that they gave again room for some margin without a higher technical risk as this could now
more reliably be estimated. An example for such a redefined design criterion within an other vise
unchanged methodology was the transition from the coolant pressure being the limit for the maximum rod
internal pressure, to the clad "non-lift-off' criterion which demands that the pellet-to-clad gap must not
re-open or widen due to an internal overpressure [2].

3. FURTHER CHALLENGES: INCREASINGLY DOMINANT MECHANISMS AND NEW
PHENOMENA

Burnup extension is still an ongoing process which normally comes along with higher rated (and
hence higher enriched) fuel. Parallel investigations and experimental programs have accompanied this
process, and knowledge has increased about potential performance affecting phenomena associated with
increasing burnup and thermo-mechanical loads of the fuel rods. Two of the currently most frequently
addressed phenomena in this respect are fission gas release (FGR) and fuel oxide thermal conductivity
(FTC).

3.1 FISSION GAS RELEASE AT EXTENDED BURNUP

While the discussion about the nature of the release mechanisms beyond a certain burnup range
and their contribution to total FGR still goes on, there is at least consensus that higher rated fuel will
release more fission gas at the same burnup as compared with more moderately operated, and that the
fractional FGR rate experiences a more pronounced progression when entering burnup ranges above 55-60
MWd/kgU; Fig. 2 (out of [3]) clearly demonstrates this. Together with the fact that the amount of
generated fission gas increases practically linearly with burnup, it becomes evident that FGR may develop
into a major challenge for designing fuel rods for further extended burnup and accordingly enriched fuel.
(E.g. in a 17x17 fuel rod 7 % FGR at a burnup of 60 MWd/kgU increase the free gas inventory by
roughly half of the amount of the initial fill gas!)
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2. Fractional Fission Gas Release of Higher Enriched PWR Fuel Rods up to High Burnups [3],

3.2 BURNUP DEPENDENT FUEL OXIDE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY

Fig. 2 also conveys clear evidence that FGR is a strongly temperature controlled mechanism. In
this respect at least one contribution to FGR progression with increasing burnup (despite closing
pellet-to-clad gap and normally decreasing rating) could be a degradation of FTC with burnup.
Investigations into this phenomenon have been intensified within the last years [4], and they indeed
revealed a steady decrease of the FTC with progressing burnup. This degradation is observed for the
whole temperature range but differs quantitatively for different temperatures: the higher the oxide
temperature the less pronounced the degradation in FTC.

Siemens/KWU performed own research and analyses in this field. Based on the evaluation of a
series of Halden experiments and other experiments with well characterized temperature instrumented
rodlets, this burnup dependence could very consistently be introduced by an additional term in the phonon
contribution to the overall heat conductance mechanism as already described by van Vliet [5]. For
95 %T.D. the Siemens/KWU evaluation yields

1/(A + B- T+ F • burnup )

= constants for fresh fuel

= abs. Temperature

0.0019(W/K m)1 (MWd/kgU)1.

with A,B

T

F

For T = 1000 K the resulting decrease of k,, (the total FTC) with burnup is given in Fig. 3 together with
a prediction derived from thermal diffusivity measurements on SIMFUEL, a UO2 material which is
"artificially burned" through appropriate homogeneous additions of solid fission product oxides [6]. The
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SIMFUEL related curve can be regarded as a good confirmation of the described approach as the small
difference can be attributed to effects in the real fuel behavior in addition to the contamination with fission
products, e.g. sub-microscopic fission gas bubbles and microcracks. Fig. 4 finally demonstrates the
already mentioned variation of the burnup effect for different oxide temperatures.

3.3 CARO-E, A FUEL ROD CODE TO BE APPLIED IN ANALYSES UP TO HIGH BURNUP

Siemens/KWlfs fuel rod code CARO undergoes a continuous development on the basis of the
company's growing experience in in-pile fuel rod behavior. Among many others the just discussed high
burnup relevant items are incorporated in the newest level CARO-E which is currently in the final release
procedure for routine design analysis work. As an example in Table I the FGR validation data base of
CARO-E is compiled. It also contains the highest burnup points of Fig. 2; together with others they
represent the high burnup data base reaching up to a fuel rod average value of 78 MWd/kgU. An essential
feature of the code is of course the modeling of the burnup dependent FTC as discussed.

CARO-E is a best-estimate code in the sense as described in chpt. 1. The most recent benchmark
of the code for FGR predictions against the data base of Table I is graphically represented in Figs. 5 and
6, which show the comparison of predicted vs. measured FGR and the scatter of predicted over measured
values along the burnup., resp. Not only the high predictive capabilities of the code can be emphasized
but also the broad validation base (both with respect of number of data as well as of parameter ranges)
make CARO-E a reliable tool for fuel rod design analysis including the high burnup regime.

4. LIMITATIONS OF THE DETERMINISTIC DESIGN METHODOLOGIES: What is a real-
istic Worst Case and how likely is it to occur?

Applying a code with features just described for CARO-E in deterministic Worst Case analyses
for fuel under modern highly demanding service conditions will obviously result in predictions which may
again come very close to - if not already beyond - the established classical design limits, and this the more
when extension of burnup is aimed for. The design engineer will of course counteract this tightness by
optimizing the rod design accordingly; and the vastly grown experience and data bases in all fields of fuel
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Table 1 CARO-E Validation Data Base for Fission Gas Release

predominant type
of release

steady-state

transient (s 3 h)

transient (> 3 h)

no. of rods
<30

61

1

53

in burnup range
3 0 _ 6 0

112

8

49

[MWd/kgM]
>60

4

-

rod

full length

139

-

21

type

segment

38

9

81

max. LHGR

(W/cm]

315*

440T

6201

total number of FGR data points: 288

(pre-characterized rods with known individual power histories)

comprises data from PWR and BWR

U02 . U02/Gd203 and MOX of different fabrication

cycle and rod averaged
tpeak value
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rod in-pile performance will also help him to do this much more efficiently than in the past. But
nevertheless the former (and in some cases intermediately revised) margins will soon be consumed and
cannot be recovered without design adaptations which imply economic drawbacks.

Now, before again looking out for potential revisions of design criteria, the general question
should be asked whether the classical deterministic methodology is still an adequate approach. Any revision
of an existing design criterion can only be justified through the meantime grown knowledge and
experience, which comprise both the quantitative aspect of accumulated data bases as well as the general
observation, that modern LWR fuel could and still can reliably and safely be operated under continuously
growing technical and economic demands. Having this in mind one can argue just as well, that a new
design analysis method should be established which makes adequate use of the high level of quantitative
and qualitative experience gained in all the years since the early days, when lack of knowledge and scarce
experience was compensated by conservative surcharges even for the Worst Case.

And the Worst Case itself: an agglomerate of thinkable unfavorable combinations of fabrication
and performance model parameters, imputed to the full axial extension of the rod, and prevailing during
its whole insertion time under most severe operating conditions! It is generally recognized, that this is a
fiction which is intuitively extremely unlikely to happen in reality. The question is: what is a "realistic"
Worst Case?

The main drawback of the deterministic "go/no go" Worst Case approach is also addressable in
the following way: The analysis results are conservative, but there is no way to quantify the degree of
conservatism, because neither the probability of the existence of the Worst Case nor the number of cases
close to it but with other extreme parameter combinations, can be predicted. On the other hand this is
what is needed for the assessment of a reload design and its real technical limits or margins: the
distribution of the critical design parameters in the neighborhood of the design limits, which for themselves
have in many cases also not necessarily to be sharp thresholds.

5. THE PROBABILISTIC DESIGN METHODOLOGY (PDM)

5.1 FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS INSTEAD OF ISOLATED RESULTS

The requirements formulated in the last paragraph can be met by a Probabilistic Design
Methodology. Its basic principles can easily be explained by referring again to the standard deterministic
method as described in chpt. 1: That approach was based on calculations using well-aimed selections of
(for the particular design parameter under consideration) most unfavorable combinations of the input quan-
tities - fabrication parameters, model assumptions - and the severest power history (cf. Fig. 7). For the
PDM the single Worst Case runs of the same best-estimate fuel rod code are replaced by a whole series
of different runs, each using a different combination of possible input data, whereby each input quantity
is randomly selected out of its individual distribution. Such a technique is long known as the Monte Carlo
(MC) method, but only now after the introduction of powerful workstations the capability of this method
can routinely be used on an economically and technically acceptable level. (To make the MC simulation
more efficient the so-called Latin Hypercube Sampling [7] for the random input selection can be used.)

From each run with the code the results are recorded. The superposition of all output values for
one design parameter finally generates a frequency distribution for each design parameter. (Fig. 8 gives
a schematic representation of this procedure.) If the calculations are adequately performed, the thus
obtained distributions can be regarded as representative samples of the values which the particular
parameters can obtain in the fuel rods in the reactor core.
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7. Standard Deterministic Methodology: Selection of Worst Case Input Set for One Design Criterion

5.2 NEED FOR A NEW FORMULATION OF DESIGN CRITERIA

The different design criteria are no longer addressed through individual (normally one another
excluding) Worst Cases but by statements derived from the evaluation of the frequency distributions of the
respective parameters, all resulting from the same series of MC runs.

Statements based on finite statistical samples should take into account the underlying statistical
uncertainty. Therefore they should be formulated accordingly. E.g. for the rod internal pressure this could
read as follows: With a statistical certainty of 95 % the pressure values of at least 95 % of the fuel rods
in the core are below xxx bar. It is obvious that then the formulation of the corresponding design limit has
usually also to be accommodated to reflect the statistical character of the results.

5.3 THE ELEMENTS OF THE PDM IN DETAIL

From the just described principles the following essential elements of the new methodology can
be summarized [8]:

a best-estimate fuel rod analysis code,
a set of adequately formulated design criteria to be observed,
statistical distributions for the relevant input quantities, which belong to two different
classes as

rod fabrication data [9],
parameters for the rod behavior controlling mechanisms (model parameters; e.g.
FGR model parameter distribution to reflect the calculated/ measured scatter of
Fig. 5),
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a sufficiently large set of power histories, representative for all (at least for all relevant)
power histories in the core,
a conception for a sufficient number of MC runs with the fuel rod code on the just said
distributions,
generation of frequency distributions for the design (output) parameter of interest,
analysis of the statistical uncertainty.

It should be recognized that those are the components of a full statistical analysis. For a routine
application a somewhat simplified approach may be used which relies on a set of generic probabilistic
analyses and demonstrates that a specific reload design is still within the bounds of the respective generic
frequency distributions.

6. EXAMPLE FOR A PDM ANALYSIS: Assessment of maximum rod internal pressure

An example is presented in which a given fuel rod design is statistically analysed on a set of 2904
power histories out of a particular fuel management scheme. This set comprises all 3 and 4 cycle power
histories in the core (equilibrium cycles, quarter core reload, part low leakage loading pattern). The
example addresses the maximum rod internal pressure; the code used was CARO-E.

For comparison, the results of the corresponding deterministic design analysis performed with the
yet used code version CARO-D5.S (for deterministic analyses) are given: Out of the set of the 2904 power
histories, the limiting one for the rod internal pressure yields the following values:

result of the most conservative input (Worst Case) 170 bar
result of the nominal/best-estimate input 107 bar
design limit (conservative against lift-off) 186 bar

The first value is the result which is stated in a Siemens/KWU standard fuel rod design report up
to now; it is accepted since it is below the design limit.

In Table II results of the CARO-E MC analysis performed in the described way are summarized.
In a first approach each power history out of the above mentioned set of 2904 had been combined with one
random input data set of the fabrication data and modeling parameters. The random data set had been
selected from the specific distributions of the input variables.

In the first 6 lines of Table II mean values and standard deviations are given for 6 such calculation
series. From the very similar distributions it can be realized, that the results are already very stable. In
the next steps the number N of runs per series had been increased by taking each of the power histories
twice and four times, resp. The results are also given in Table II; the frequency distribution of the final
series with N = 4 x 2904 = 11,616 runs is presented in Fig. 9. As can be seen from Table II and Fig.
9, even the extreme values of the output distributions are well below the classical deterministic result of
170 bar.

All distributions show a similar shape with a smooth continuously decreasing high value tail
without any indications of lumps or irregular agglomerations. An approximation of the distribution by a
log-normal probability density function seems quite reasonable.

With respect of design analysis results, statements on the tails of the distribution are important.
To generate such results independently of single extreme values, statements in terms of quantiles and
statistical certainties are appropriate. These statements are necessary to relate the results to the
probabilistic design criterion which has to be formulated according to chpt. 5.2. Different quantiles are
listed in Table II, columns 5 through 7; they are calculated with a statistical certainty of 95 %. (Standard
textbook formulae are used to evaluate the quantiles as functions of the statistical uncertainty.)
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Table II Example Results of CARO-E Monte Carlo Calculation:
Maximum Rod Internal Pressure

number
of runs

2904

5808

11,616

series
no.

1
2
3
4
5
6

1

1
2

mean value

IM
992
992
992
992
99.1
99.1

992

992
992

standard deviation
[bar]

112
105
113
112
11.0
11.0

112

11.1
11.1

95% quantile
{bar]

1233
123.7
1245
1235
1235
123.4

123.4

1223
122.6

99% quantile
[bar]

140.1
137.7
1405
138.1
1402
140.7

139.6

138.9
137.6

99.9% quantile
[bar]

154.1
156.0

all quantiles are calculated for a statistical certainty of 95%

Based on the largest number (N = 11,616) of CARO-E runs, probabilistic statements on the high
value tail of the distribution are possible; e.g.

(a) With a statistical certainty of 95 % the maximum internal pressure of at least 99 % (99.9
%) of all 3 and 4 cycle rods do not exceed 139 (156) bar.

(b) With a statistical certainty of 95 % the number of fuel rods with an internal pressure
higher than 164 bar is less than 3.

In order to also quantify the influence of fabrication parameters, another series of MC calculations
was performed during which as an example the cladding inner diameter was kept constant at its
unfavorable (upper) tolerance limit; the result was that the 95 %/95 %-value had increased by only less
than 5 bar [8}.

7. CONCLUSIONS

Worst Case assessments in combination witfi conservative "go/no-go" design limits were for a long
time adequate methods in fuel rod design analyses. Since in the meantime both the fuel insertion conditions
became more and more demanding as well as knowledge about potential performance affecting
mechanisms and experience data bases had considerably increased, time has come to replace the classical
deterministic method by a probabilistic one which provides more, especially more differentiated
information about a reload design.

An essential prerequisite is the availability of a high quality best-estimate fuel rod performance
code which is validated against a sufficiently large and broadranging representative data base and which
incorporates the newest perceptions of phenomena coming along with modern highly demanding insertion
conditions.

The Probabilistic Design Methodology - applicable to any design criterion - is a powerful tool to
realistically assess the behavior of the fuel rods in a reactor core. It has also the capability of
characterizing the degree of conservatism within a reload design analysis through the statistical
investigations of numbers of rods coming close to a design limit or by making statements about the
statistical certainty for the actual occurrence of extreme cases. Thus real margins to design limits can be
quantified, an important precondition if the fuel is to be operated into extended burnup regimes.
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